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turn on Javascript in your browser. From precision long-range shooting and tactical
applications to maximizing effective range on open-landscape western hunts, the Razor HD
AMG is the ideal riflescope for an extremely wide range of shooting scenarios. At just The next
evolution of our wildly popular Razor line, the Razor HD Gen III x24 brings the highest level of
first focal plane performance to those who demand the versatility of x power. Designed and
engineered for dialing precision long-range shots in extreme environments, the 4. Built like a
tank, specifically for the AR platform, the Razor HD Gen II x24 is the ideal optical solution for
short- to medium-range tactical applications. Perfect for the AR platform, the Gen II-E is a
top-tier optical solution for short to medium-range tactical applications. The Razor HD x50
riflescopes meet the demands of extreme hunting situations. One scope to rule them all.
Stunning, High Definition optical system delivers a crystal-clear sight picture with tack-sharp
resolution. Turn every second of legal shooting light into opportunity. Specifically designed for
long-range, F-class, and other competition shooters. Upgraded features inside out take the
Viper PST's incredible performance and rock-solid tactical features to new heights - and your
shooting prowess with it. Hunting - Shooting - Long - Range. Built on ultra-strong 30mm
one-piece machined aluminum tubes, the Viper HS LR offers increased elevation travel for
optimal adjustment, specifically designed to extend your effective range. The advanced optical
system is highlighted with a 4x zoom range for magnification versatility. Hunters and shooters
of all stripes will welcome the array of features available on the Viper HS riflescopes. Choose
the reticle best suited to your shooting style and enjoy the advanced optical system, 4x zoom
range, MAG-view fiber optic, and fast focus eyepiece - all required attributes for the hunter
looking to drag more than scent out of the woods. Viper riflescopes are rugged performers that
hunters have come to rely on. Built using a one-piece aircraft-grade aluminum tube for strength
and durability, the premium, fully multi-coated optics deliver the detail and color differentiation
needed for hunting in any environment. Engineered and designed to perform where comparable
scopes fall short, the Viper delivers. Executing technical, short, and long-range shots requires a
riflescope with application-specific features and rock-solid build-quality to ensure accurate,
reliable, and repeatable performance - every time you squeeze the trigger. Strike Eagle
Riflescopes boast those features in a trim, lightweight, durable, package. All of the legendary
performance and extreme durability the Diamondback name is known for with a tactical twist
makes this series a true head turner. Argon purging puts waterproof and fog-proof performance
on the checklist and the advanced, fully multi-coated optics raise an eyebrow when crystal
clear, tack-sharp images appear in the cross-hairs. Clear, tough and bright, our popular
Crossfire II line is built to exceed the performance standards of similarly priced riflescopes.
Long eye relief, a fast-focus eyepiece, fully multi-coated lenses and improved, resettable MOA
turrets are hallmarks of the series. Here is a riflescope that will have folks scratching their
heads at the quality versus price ratio. The solid one-piece aircraft-grade aluminum alloy
construction makes it virtually indestructible and highly resistant to magnum recoil. Add fully
multi-coated lenses, a locking diopter ring, and Nitrogen purging and you have a quality scope
with as extremely reasonable price tag. Add fully multi-coated lenses, a locking diopter ring,
and Nitrogen purging and you have a quality scope with an extremely reasonable price tag.
Home Riflescopes. Sonora Here is a riflescope that will have folks scratching their heads at the
quality versus price ratio. Rings and Mounts A variety of sizes and designs for mounting scopes
on your rifle. Accessories From flip caps and bubble levels to sunshades and riflescope covers,
shop all the accessories you need for riflescope. Thursday brings snow and wind to eastern
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Iowa. This weekend brings the coldest air of the winter season. Little
or no snow will accumulate in western Minnesota. The Twin Cities rides the edge of the 1 to
3-inch zone. Heavier snow will fall in southeast Minnesota and Wisconsin. Mixed precipitation
expected, with mainly snow after 6 AM. Some freezing drizzle and patchy blowing snow is also
possible. Total snow accumulations of up to two inches and ice accumulations of a light glaze.
Plan on slippery road conditions. Patchy blowing snow could educe visibility. The hazardous
conditions could impact the morning commute. Winds will gust over 30 mph Thursday. That will
cause blowing snow and poor visibility. Driving conditions will be difficult Thursday. Blizzard
warnings are up for northern Iowa along Interstate We have our answer. Watch how the arctic
floodgates open and a lobe of the polar vortex drives bitterly cold air into Minnesota this
weekend on this upper air millibar loop. Forecast models gauge the coldest temperatures this
weekend between about minus 15 and minus 30 across Minnesota. But they also often
underestimate the magnitude of extreme events. My best assessment is that temperatures will
range between minus 15 and minus 20 in the Twin Cities Sunday and Monday mornings. Minus
30s seem likely up north. Some of the colder nooks and crannies could approach minus
Temperatures may stay below zero in the Twin Cities and much of Minnesota from Friday night

until at least Tuesday afternoon. That could mean at least hours below zero for many locations.
You make MPR News possible. Individual donations are behind the clarity in coverage from our
reporters across the state, stories that connect us, and conversations that provide
perspectives. Help ensure MPR remains a resource that brings Minnesotans together. Donate
today. Advisories and snowfall forecasts. Share Twitter Facebook Email. Your support matters.
Support MPR News. Program Schedule Station Directory. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Consider these
available items. Currently unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock.
Visit the Vornado Store. This fits your. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Customers who viewed this item also
viewed. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing
your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Product Dimensions
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Lasko Ceramic Space Heater 8. Compare with
similar items. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. This
was the quietest heater I have ever used. In addition, heater construction including housing,
switches and dials were more robust than on similar units. I only wish the heat output was a bit
higher. All these features include above average quality "analog" switches and dials that should
outlast many of the cheaper heaters. There are no cheap electronics to complicate the operation
or prematurely burn out. Sometimes simplicity is just better with something like a heater!
Running the heater was extremely quiet. You could be running it all night long and not even
know it is on. However, on extremely cold nights, it takes a good hour to heat up my 12 X 12
room on the highest setting. But, once my room gets warm, it seems to maintain the
temperature decently. Housing construction is made from thick, quality plastics that would
never melt or break with extreme use. I could feel the weight of the heater, telling me that heavy
duty, thicker materials were used to build it. Heat output at the thick grill surface does not ever
seem to get hot enough to burn combustibles like paper or cloth which would be good for
children. I have owned a few heaters in this price range and can say that it is one of the best in
terms of quality. I would easily give this heater 5 stars if the heat were a bit stronger to help
"preheat" a cold room. After around 6 months of light use the motor failed and it started
emitting a burned plastic smell if turned on. My expectation was that this would last at least 1
year, hopefully much longer. While this heater was working I was quite happy with it. When I
contacted the seller at 8 months they refused to take a return. Note that this is not fulfilled by
Amazon, so you will need to get authorization to return if there is a problem. Not all products
will come off the factory line and last as expected, however, I do believe for the small
percentage of products that fail, sellers should have a reasonable expectation of performance.
My suggestion to others looking for a small quite heater is to go to another seller or through
Amazon itself which has a more reasonable return policy. I used this in place of my gas heater,
thinking it would reduce my environmental footprint after I switched to solar power. Not worth
the extra expense. I really like this compact, efficient, nicely-made heater. It heats these rooms
quickly, much more than the awful baseboard heaters in these rooms. I like the safety feature
that turns it off if it is not solidly on the floor for some reason. I highly recommend this unit for
heating a small to moderate-size area. Great product. It was only used intermittently in a small
bathroom and in cool-cold weather, so it hadn't had a heavy work load at all during this time.
One cold day about a week ago it simply would not turn on. Everything looked fine, though the
on-off switch felt different. I am very disappointed, as all my other Vornado products, fans and 1
heater, have had much longer lives. I will try to return, but other reviewers' experience is not to
encouraging. If Vornado and the sellers of their products want to keep their good name,
products adnd return policies need to back that up. We live in a duplex down in Chicago.
Needless to say, it gets cold on our lower floor. We needed something to supplement our heat
and after research we went with the vornado. It also has a great safety feature in that it will turn
off if it is lifted or knocked over. Quietest heater I've ever heard, and I'm a perpetual freezing
cold old lady. You will not even know it's on. Many ways to adjust the temperature and fan
output. Love this unit! Excellent product.. Had to check twice if it was on.. I knocked it over
twice to check and it turned off immediately.. Good Deal.. One is good.. See all reviews. More to
consider from our brands. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
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fan master touch , safe heaters for the home , safe heaters , safety heater , high gloss black
cabinets. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Add to Cart. FREE Shipping. Brightown USA. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids
Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital
Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals
and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

